MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES FOR SMALL
AND MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESSES

Small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) are under pressure to compete with
much larger companies that also have much larger budgets, all while providing the
same, if not better level of customer service. And while a data breach can cost big
organizations millions of dollars, for a smaller company such incidents could mean
going out of business.
As cyber security becomes a requirement
for businesses of any size, implementing
a solution can be cost prohibitive for most
SMBs. A Managed Security Service (MSS)
solution provides the best in terms of network
and data security protection, as well as being
affordable to organizations of almost any size.
In addition to protecting business operations
and customer data, MSS can also help
organizations comply with different regulatory
compliance requirements.

Hitachi Systems Security Inc.’s MSS offering is a
customized and cost-effective security solution
specifically designed to meet the unique needs
of small and medium-sized businesses.

With a comprehensive portfolio
of information security services,
led by its world-class, proprietary
technology platform ArkAngel,
Hitachi Systems Security Inc.
is helping organizations around
the globe fulfill their growing needs for effective
cyber security solutions.

 Manage network and applications
vulnerabilities

HITACHI SYSTEMS SECURITY INC.’S
MANAGED SECURIT Y SERVICE
OFFERING HELPS SMBS:
 Detect and prevent cyber attacks

 Comply with regulations
 Work with security specialists
 Get the best protection possible at a
fraction of the cost
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INTRUSION DETECTION AND PREVENTION
Intrusion Detection and Prevention Services are customized and well
tuned to your own network and to the latest cyber threats. Our team
will help you sort through the thousands of alerts generated by your
devices to deliver effective and timely protection against real threats.
VULNERABILITY SCANNING
Hitachi Systems Security Inc.’s Vulnerability Management Service
leverages over 15 years of optimized security technology and expertise.
Our service will perform both internal and external scan audits across your
critical IT assets including network devices, servers, Web applications,
and databases to identify vulnerabilities and help you patch them.
SECURITY LOG MONITORING
Hitachi Systems Security Inc.’s Log Monitoring Service retains,
correlates and analyzes logs and alerts across all security devices
and critical IT assets. Our around-the-clock team of security experts
will sort through the millions of generated logs to identify threats and
anomalies and respond to threats immediately.
SECURITY POSTURE REPORTS
Gain access to quarterly reports summarizing your security posture
and the steps you need to take in order to improve your security
posture.
UNIFIED SECURITY PORTAL
Hitachi Systems Security Inc.’s ArkAngel portal offers consolidated
security management of all your cyber security operations. Review
your security reports, manage and respond to security incidents and
threats, review your security and compliance policies, and interact with
our security experts. ArkAngel is your one-stop IT security solution in
a highly secure environment.
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SUMMARY
Hitachi Systems Security Inc.’s MSS is specifically designed to address the cyber
security needs of small to medium sized businesses. MSS offers advanced protection
of your most critical IT assets as well as corporate and customer data. MSS also
covers a host of regulatory requirements, simplifying your path to compliance with
various vertical-specific requirements such as PCI DSS compliance.
MSS is priced to make it accessible to SMBs that are looking to implement cyber
security measures without breaking the bank. MSS offers you the best in cyber
security technology by protecting you from malicious cyber intrusions and attacks
at all times. Our solution paired with our world-class security expert team extends
your IT staff at a fraction of the cost of traditional cyber security solutions.
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